DEPARTMENT OF PLASTICS ENGINEERING

VISION

To be a centre of academic excellence in the field of plastics engineering, contributing to the needs of industry and society for sustainable growth.

MISSION

1. Impart quality technical education and training in plastics engineering to mould the students as successful graduates to face the challenges of industry and society.

2. Provide state of the art facilities and ambience to make the students acquire problem solving skills, leadership qualities and ethical responsibilities.

3. Provide exposure to latest tools and technologies in plastics engineering to enhance entrepreneurial skills.

4. Promote industry-institute interaction and encourage to undertake industry oriented projects in emerging areas in Plastics Technology.
Program Educational Objectives

PEO1  To use the knowledge of technical education to analyze and solve Industrial problems.

PEO2  To apply learning of plastic engineering to develop eco friendly plastics.

PEO3  To integrate professional ethics and life long learning to contribute for healthy society.

PEO4  To exhibit excellence in higher education and research.
VISION

To be a pioneer in Manufacturing Engineering and Technology, imparting quality technical education to nurture globally competent engineers for sustainable growth.

MISSION

1. To provide state of the art facilities and to create conducive environment for the students to acquire technical, managerial and professional skills.

2. To provide exposure to modern tools and advanced manufacturing techniques.

3. To inculcate critical thinking and problem solving skills in students to meet the challenges in design, development and manufacturing sector.

4. To facilitate students to acquire entrepreneurship skills through department – industry interaction.
DEPARTMENT OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
विनिर्माण इंजीनियरिंग और प्रौद्योगिकी विभाग

Program Educational Objectives

PEO1 To impart the students with fundamental knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering and technical skills that will enable them to have successful Career.

PEO2 To enable them to identify, analyze and solve complex engineering problems using modern tools and techniques.

PEO3 To prepare the students to work in multi disciplinary environments as a member and leader in a team with good communication, interpersonal relationship and ethical values.

PEO4 To prepare the students to recognize the need for life-long learning in context of technological advancements.